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A New Hasidism: Roots
EDITED BY ARTHUR GREEN
AND ARIEL EVAN MAYSE

The first-ever anthology of the progenitors of Neo-Hasidism

Neo-Hasidism applies the Hasidics' spiritual insights—of God's presence everywhere, of seeking the magnificent within the everyday, in doing all things with love and joy, uplifting all of life to become a vehicle of God's service—to contemporary Judaism, as practiced by men and women who do not live within the strictly bounded world of the Hasidic community.

This first-ever anthology of Neo-Hasidic philosophy brings together the writings of its progenitors: five great twentieth-century European and American Jewish thinkers—Hillel Zeitlin, Martin Buber, Abraham Joshua Heschel, Shlomo Carlebach, and Zalman Schachter-Shalomi—plus a young Arthur Green. The thinkers reflect on the inner life of the individual and their dreams of creating a Neo-Hasidic spiritual community. The editors’ introductions and notes analyze each thinker’s contributions to Neo-Hasidic thought and influence on the movement. Zeitlin and Buber initiated a renewal of Hasidism for the modern world; Heschel’s work is quietly infused with Neo-Hasidic thought; Carlebach and Schachter-Shalomi re-created Neo-Hasidism for American Jews in the 1960s; and Green is the first American-born Jewish thinker fully identified with the movement.

Previously unpublished materials by Carlebach and Schachter-Shalomi include an interview with Schachter-Shalomi about his decision to leave Chabad-Lubavitch and embark on his own Neo-Hasidic path.

Arthur Green is rector of the Rabbinical School and Irving Brudnick Professor of Jewish Philosophy and Religion at Hebrew College. He is the author or editor of more than a dozen books, including The Heart of the Matter: Studies in Jewish Mysticism and Theology (JPS, 2015).

Ariel Evan Mayse is an assistant professor of religious studies at Stanford University and editor of From the Depth of the Well: An Anthology of Jewish Mysticism. Green and Mayse’s companion volume, A New Hasidism: Branches (JPS, 2019), is being published concurrently.

OCTOBER
432 pp. • 6 x 9
$29.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1306-5

ALSO OF INTEREST

A Kabbalah and Jewish Mysticism Reader
Daniel M. Horwitz
$45.00 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1250-3

Visit jps.org for more information and a complete list of JPS books.

You can also purchase books, sign up for electronic news, and learn more about sales and special offers online. To make a tax-deductible donation or inquire about supporting a program or a book publication, please contact JPS director Rabbi Barry Schwartz at 215-832-0607 or bschwartz@jps.org or visit jps.org.

Many Jewish Publication Society ebooks may be obtained from most ebook vendors.

Prices shown are effective August 1, 2019, and are subject to change without notice.
A New Hasidism: Branches
EDITED BY ARTHUR GREEN AND ARIEL EVAN MAYSE

The first-ever anthology of modern builders of Neo-Hasidism

You are invited to enter the new-old pathway of Neo-Hasidism—a movement that uplifts key elements of Hasidism’s Jewish revival of two centuries ago to reexamine the meaning of existence, see everything anew, and bring the world as it is and as it can be closer together.

This volume brings this discussion into the twenty-first century, highlighting Neo-Hasidic approaches to key issues of our time. Eighteen contributions by leading Neo-Hasidic thinkers open with the credos of Zalman Schachter-Shalomi and Arthur Green. Or Rose wrestles with reinterpreting the rebbes’ harsh teachings concerning non-Jews. Ebn Leader assesses the perils of trusting one’s whole being to a single personality: can Neo-Hasidism endure as a living tradition without a rebbi? Shaul Magid candidly calibrates Shlomo Carlebach: how “the singing rabbi” transformed him and why Magid eventually walked away. Other contributors engage questions such as: How might women enter this hitherto gendered sphere created by and for men? How can we honor and draw nourishment from other religions’ teachings? Can the rebbes’ radiant wisdom guide those who struggle with self-diminishment to reclaim wholeness?

Together these intellectually honest and spiritually robust conversations inspire us to grapple anew with Judaism’s legacy and future.

Arthur Green is rector of the Rabbinical School and Irving Brudnick Professor of Jewish Philosophy and Religion at Hebrew College. He is the author or editor of more than a dozen books, including The Heart of the Matter: Studies in Jewish Mysticism and Theology (JPS, 2015).

Ariel Evan Mayse is an assistant professor of religious studies at Stanford University and editor of From the Depth of the Well: An Anthology of Jewish Mysticism. Green and Mayse’s companion volume, A New Hasidism: Roots (JPS, 2019), is being published concurrently.

OCTOBER
496 pp.  •  6 x 9
$29.95  •  paperback  •  978-0-8276-1307-2

ALSO OF INTEREST
The Aura of Torah
A Kabbalistic-Hasidic Commentary to the Weekly Readings
Rabbi Larry Tabick
$24.95  •  paperback  •  978-0-8276-0948-8
RAFAEL MEDOFF

THE JEWS SHOULD KEEP QUIET
Franklin D. Roosevelt, Rabbi Stephen S. Wise, and the Holocaust

A new look at FDR’s response to the Holocaust

Based on recently discovered documents, The Jews Should Keep Quiet reassesses the hows and whys behind the Franklin D. Roosevelt administration’s fateful policies during the Holocaust. Rafael Medoff delves into difficult truths: With FDR’s consent, the administration deliberately suppressed European immigration far below the limits set by U.S. law. His administration also refused to admit Jewish refugees to the U.S. Virgin Islands, dismissed proposals to use empty Liberty ships returning from Europe to carry refugees, and rejected pleas to drop bombs on the railways leading to Auschwitz, even while American planes were bombing targets only a few miles away—actions that would not have conflicted with the larger goal of winning the war.

What motivated FDR? Medoff explores the sensitive question of the president’s private sentiments toward Jews. Unmasking strong parallels between Roosevelt’s statements regarding Jews and Asians, he connects the administration’s policies of excluding Jewish refugees and interning Japanese Americans.

The Jews Should Keep Quiet further reveals how FDR’s personal relationship with Rabbi Stephen S. Wise, American Jewry’s foremost leader in the 1930s and 1940s, swayed the U.S. response to the Holocaust. Documenting how Roosevelt and others pressured Wise to stifle American Jewish criticism of FDR’s policies, Medoff chronicles how and why the American Jewish community largely fell in line with Wise. Ultimately Medoff weighs the administration’s realistic options for rescue action, which, if taken, would have saved many lives.

Rafael Medoff is founding director of the David S. Wyman Institute for Holocaust Studies and coeditor of the institute’s online Encyclopedia of America’s Response to the Holocaust. He has taught history at Ohio State University, the State University of New York at Purchase, and elsewhere, and has written nineteen books about American Jewish history, the Holocaust, and related topics, including Too Little, and Almost Too Late: The War Refugee Board and America’s Response to the Holocaust.

“Highly original. . . . Expanding on David S. Wyman’s pathbreaking work on America’s response to the Holocaust, using new archival materials and interviews with persons then on the scene, Medoff provides the best assessment to date of the relationship between America’s foremost Jewish leader, Rabbi Stephen S. Wise, and President Franklin D. Roosevelt.”
—Professor Stephen H. Norwood, author of The Third Reich in the Ivory Tower and coeditor of Encyclopedia of American Jewish History

“Reveals in troubling detail how FDR manipulated American Jewish leaders to suppress criticism of his abandonment of Europe’s Jews during the Holocaust. . . . We need to learn from Rafael Medoff’s disturbing but necessary and enlightening study of moral failure and its consequences.”—Rudy Boschwitz, U.S. senator (1978–91)

SEPTEMBER 416 pp. • 6 x 9 • Index $29.95 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-1470-3

ALSO OF INTEREST

Stolen Words
The Nazi Plunder of Jewish Books
Mark Glickman
$29.95 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-1208-2
Abraham Joshua Heschel
Mind, Heart, Soul
A One-Volume Biography
EDWARD K. KAPLAN


The concise, must-have biography of a leading Jewish thinker

In this first one-volume full biography of Abraham Joshua Heschel in English, Edward K. Kaplan tells the engrossing, behind-the-scenes story of the life, philosophy, struggles, yearnings, writings, and activism of one of the twentieth-century’s most outstanding Jewish thinkers.

Kaplan takes readers on a soulful journey through the rollercoaster challenges and successes of Heschel’s emotional life. As a child he was enveloped in a Hasidic community of Warsaw, then he went on to explore secular Jewish Vilna and cosmopolitan Berlin. He improvised solutions to procure his doctorate in Nazi-dominated Berlin, escaped the Nazis, and secured a rare visa to the United States. He articulated strikingly original interpretations of Jewish ideas. His relationships spanned not only the Jewish denominational spectrum but also Catholic and Protestant faith communities. A militant voice for nonviolent social action, he marched with Martin Luther King Jr. (who became a close friend), expressed strong opposition to the Vietnam War (while the FBI compiled a file on him), and helped reverse long-standing antisemitic Catholic Church doctrine on Jews (participating in a secret meeting with Pope Paul VI during Vatican II).

From such prodigiously documented stories, Heschel himself emerges—mind, heart, and soul. Kaplan elucidates how Heschel remained forever torn between faith and anguish; between love of God and abhorrence of human apathy, moral weakness, and deliberate evil; between the compassion of the Baal Shem Tov of Medzibozh and the Kotzker rebe’s cruel demands for truth. “My heart,” Heschel acknowledged, is “in Medzibozh, my mind in Kotzk.”

Edward K. Kaplan is Kevy and Hortense Kaiserman Professor in the Humanities Emeritus at Brandeis University. He is the author of numerous books, including Spiritual Radical: Abraham Joshua Heschel in America, 1940–1972, winner of the National Jewish Book Award, and coauthor with Samuel H. Dresner of Abraham Joshua Heschel: Prophetic Witness.

NOVEMBER
480 pp. • 6 x 9 • 13 photographs, index
$34.95 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-1474-1

ALSO OF INTEREST
In This Hour
Heschel’s Writings in Nazi Germany and London Exile
Abraham Joshua Heschel
$29.95 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-1322-5
Recently Released

In This Hour
Heschel’s Writings in Nazi Germany and London Exile
ABRAHAM JOSHUA HESCHEL
FOREWORD BY SUSANNAH HESCHEL
EDITED AND ANNOTATED BY HELEN PLOTKIN
TRANSLATIONS BY STEPHEN LEHMANN AND MARION FABER
This first English publication of selected German writings by Abraham Joshua Heschel includes his vision for Jewish education; personalities in Jewish history; Don Yitzhak Abravanel; the power of repentance; a short story on Jewish exile; and meditations on suffering, prayer, and spirituality. Written primarily for Berlin Jewry’s official news organ during Heschel’s years in Nazi Germany, these newly translated essays fill a significant void in Heschel’s bibliography as they reveal his profound insights on the redemptive role of Jewish learning in the past and the future.
240 pp. • 3 illustrations
$29.95 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-1322-5

A Year with Mordecai Kaplan
Wisdom on the Weekly Torah Portion
RAVI STEVEN CARR REUBEN
FOREWORD BY RABBI DAVID A. TEUTSCH
This first volume in the JPS Daily Inspiration Series invites readers to spend a year with the inspiring ideas of Rabbi Mordecai Kaplan. For each of the fifty-four weekly Torah portions, Rabbi Steven Carr Reuben interweaves an idea from the Torah with a quotation from Kaplan, commentary, and a personal anecdote, all of which contextualize and illuminate Kaplan’s enduring teachings.
“There is no greater sage than Mordecai Kaplan to walk us into an appreciation of how religion can add depth and insight to the experience of modernity, and no rabbi with greater sensitivity to guide us along the way than Steven Carr Reuben.”
—Rabbi Bradley Shavit Artson, dean of the Ziegler School of Rabbinic Studies, American Jewish University
296 pp. • 6 x 9
$22.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1272-3

Typically Jewish
NANCY KALIKOW MAXWELL
In chapters dubbed “Worrying,” “Kvelling,” “Dying,” “Noshing,” “Laughing,” “Detecting,” “Dwelling,” and “Joining,” “more deli than deity” writer Nancy Kalikow Maxwell embarks on an unorthodox journey to discover what it means to be “typically Jewish” today in America. Readers will laughingly learn about how Jews feel, think, act, love, and live. They’ll also schmooze while they use the “Typically Jewish, Atypically Fun” discussion guide.
“I can’t imagine a more accessible or fun book for a Jewish book club to discuss than this one.”
—Jordana Horn, Lilith
352 pp. • 6 x 9
$22.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1302-7

A Year with the Sages
Wisdom on the Weekly Torah Portion
RAVIV REUVEN HAMMER
You are invited to spend a year with the inspiring ideas of the great leaders who created Rabbinic Judaism, the foundation of Judaism today, through their reflections on the fifty-four Torah portions and eleven Jewish holidays. Quoting from each Torah portion, Rabbi Reuven Hammer presents a Torah commentary, sayings from the Sages that chronicle their process of interpreting the text, a commentary that elucidates these concepts and their consequences, and a personal reflection that illuminates the Sages’ enduring wisdom for our era.
“If you read Rabbi Hammer’s book you will see not only what the Text originally meant, and what the Sages read into and out of its worlds, but you will also see what the Torah can mean to us here and now.”
—Rabbi Jack Riemer, Jewish Advocate
384 pp. • 6 x 9
$28.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1311-9
Recently Released

The Commentators’ Bible: Genesis
The Rubin JPS Miqra’ot Gedolot
EDITED, TRANSLATED, AND ANNOTATED BY MICHAEL CARASIK

In Genesis, the final volume of the acclaimed Rubin JPS Miqra’ot Gedolot Commentators’ Bible series, the voices of medieval Bible commentators come alive, speaking in a contemporary English translation annotated for lay readers.

488 pp. • 9 x 12
$90.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0942-6

Discovering Second Temple Literature
The Scriptures and Stories That Shaped Early Judaism
MALKA Z. SIMKOVICH

A popular and erudite exploration of the world and writings of the Second Temple period (539 BCE–70 CE).

384 pp. • 6 x 9 • 1 timeline, 1 glossary, 2 indexes
$29.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1265-5

The Land of Truth
Talmud Tales, Timeless Teachings
JEFFREY L. RUBENSTEIN

Making the rich narrative world of Talmud tales fully accessible to modern readers, renowned Talmud scholar Jeffrey L. Rubenstein turns his spotlight on both famous and little-known stories, analyzing the tales in their original Talmudic contexts, exploring their cultural meanings and literary artistry, and illuminating their relevance for modern readers.

328 pp. • 2 Indexes
$24.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1308-9

The Talmud of Relationships, Vol. 1
God, Self, and Family

The Talmud of Relationships, Vol. 2
The Jewish Community and Beyond
RABBI AMY SCHEINERMAN

In both volumes Rabbi Amy Scheinerman devotes every chapter to a different Talmud text exploring relationships—and many of the selections are fresh, largely unknown passages. Through this firsthand encounter with the core texts of Judaism, readers of all levels—Jews and non-Jews, newcomers and veterans, students and teachers, individuals and chavura partners and families alike—will discover the treasure of the oral Torah.

Vol. 1 • 256 pp. • 6 x 9
$19.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1264-8
Vol. 2 • 296 pp. • 6 x 9
$19.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1356-0

FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA PRESS

Unlikely Heroes
The Place of Holocaust Rescuers in Research and Teaching
EDITED BY ARI KOHEN AND GERALD J. STEINACHER

Unlikely Heroes traces the evolution of the humanitarian hero, looking at the ways in which historians, politicians, and filmmakers have treated individual rescuers like Raoul Wallenberg and Oskar Schindler, as well as the rescue efforts of humanitarian organizations.

270 pp. • 19 photographs, 2 maps, 1 table, index
$30.00 • paperback • 978-1-4962-0892-7

Global Jewish Foodways
A History
EDITED AND WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY HASIA R. DINER AND SIMONE CINOTTO

An exploration of many facets of the history of Jewish food around the world in which Jews struggled with, embraced, modified, or rejected the foods and foodways that surrounded them, from Renaissance Italy to the post–World War II era in Israel, Argentina, and the United States.

354 pp. • 15 photographs, 13 illustrations, index
$30.00 • paperback • 978-1-4962-1393-8

Order at jps.org or 800-848-6224